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MCXVII – 22 Apr 2021
Bungalow Bill
Newstead Brewing, Milton
Shiggy

Not being at the run, this is what I’m guessing happened. It could be complete bollocks, one
of the great works of fiction. Or there may be a shred of truth in all this.
The newly recycled (1st time in Thirsty) GM took charge of the circle, and kicked off by
asking Coco about the walk. She thought the scenery was lovely down the river, got tricked
on the false trail, and got to see places she hadn’t seen before. She duly awarded the run, 110
out of 10 amidst calls of derision that it couldn’t be scored in that fashion. GM then called on
the girl who wasn’t going to do the run, but ended up doing the run, none other than Topdeck.
Word has it she only decided to run once she was sure there was no Shiggy on it. Again, we
heard about the magic false trail, which caught out Tinkerbell, and the scenery. Wopa
mentioned that the chaps came up to chat at the end of the run, which was a bonus for the
ladies. Score was then eleven out of ten, and Bungalow Bill was encouraged to set more runs.
Little Arrows sung.
Next on the agenda, was Twolips being called out to the circle, by GM Wopa. He regailed us
with his theory that the best gamekeeper was a poacher, therefore by this reasoning, Twolips
was going to be chastising those talking in the circle. She set about spanking all the guilty
parties, and I think too many liked it rather too much.
Previous committee was thanked for their service, and sung Farewell you C**ts. New
Committee was paraded and welcomed. Welcome Ya C**ts.
Pithy charged Thunderballs, who had earlier remarked that Pithy’s Ute was white, because he
had been brewmaster five times, and his ute had always been white, so we sang “It’s all white
It’s all white, Its Pithy’s Ute and its always been white. Down Down ……..
Kimasutra called Runabout and Escapee charging them with going on a six week rendezvous,
to which some clown asked “Who’s Ron” but was duly ignored, and the two charged were
forced to explain themselves. Runabout is going to Norfolk for six weeks, (calls from the
circle yet again “No fuck Island” and Escapee advised he is going to Mexico (Qld speak for
Victoria).
Naughty Corner was called up, for an incident that happened at the changeover. As Parasite
(former RA) drove away in his yellow car, the heavens opened up and Naughty was drenched
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while she was helping clean up. Wopa adjudicated that she should win the wet Tshirt
competition. (Her left tit hangs over her shoulder….)
Tinkerbell charged Lilo and Flower with putting a cage into Flower’s car and putting up a
sign that said Free Beer. Erroneous but good for a laugh. Here’s to Sister Hashers.
Sherbet charged Radar, for saying “Don’t leave me alone with Lilo, I am always scared of
what she might do to me” which brought the house down. Tail called out he should be put in
the gerbil cage in Flower’s car.
Twolips was called on twice more for spankings. Radar wouldn’t shut up, so he copped it.
Upcoming events were given another belting until it was time to wrap it up to have dinner.
Twolips will be wearing her dominatrix outfit to all runs for the foreseeable future so don’t
worry if you missed out on a good spanking last week.
Well, that’s about all I’m guessing happened. We are back to Spice of India, Kedron next
week, just down the road from the Duke of Edinburgh. Evidently there are new plots
available opposite if anyone wants to check out their future residence whilst others are on the
run.
Receding Hareline
Run #
1118
1119

Date
29/04/21
6/05/21

Venue

Hares

Spice of India, 385 Gynpie Rd Kedron

Shiggy

Everton Park Hotel, Flockton St

Meatlovers

